ELK RIVER STONE

PRIVACY POLICY
Visiting, using, or browsing our website(s) you accept these terms of use and
agree to the terms of our privacy policy.
We value your privacy. This privacy policy was created by Elk River Stone to
Elk River Stone
3669 Hwy 70 East
Crossville TN 38555

retain your trust and describe how we may collect and use your personal
information. This privacy policy applies to and references Elk River Stone, Elk
River Stone LLC, elkriverstone.com, elkriverstoneblog.com.
Please read our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use carefully. By accessing and
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using our website(s) you acknowledge that you have read and understand
our Privacy Policy as well as our Terms of Use and you consent voluntarily
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and legally to the terms outlined in our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use and
hold Elk River Stone, Owners, and Employees harmless.
Elk River Stone may at any time revise these terms of use and/or our Privacy
Policy and your use of the website after these revisions means you
acknowledge these revisions and agree to the terms
Terms “we” “us” “our” refers to Elk River Stone. LLC
Term “Website” Website(s) refers to and includes elkriverstone.com,
elkriverstoneblog.com, and All Elk River Stone Social Media Sites.
MARKETING
Our website(s), brochures, flyers, and other materials are used to market our
products. Information collected from you may be used in these materials as
marketing procedure.
Under age of 18
If you are under the age of 18 you must have permission of a parent or legal
guardian to use or access our website(s). Elk River Stone does NOT
knowingly collect information from minors.
Information Collected
In order to better serve you, certain types of data may need to be collected.
These types are but not limited to Name, Address (physical and electronic),
phone number, your behavior on our website(s), non-public information and
general information. Also should you make a purchase from Elk River Stone

we may collect Credit Card or banking information for checks or wire
transfers to fulfill the purchase transaction.
By providing any personal information to us physically, electronically,
through our website or through the use of “cookies” you fully understand and
consent to the collection of this data by Elk River Stone.

Automatic Collection
Under certain privacy laws automatic data collection from our website(s) is
optional through the use of “cookies”. The primary purpose of a “cookie” is
convenience. It is a random unique number placed on your computer. If you
visit our website(s) more than once this makes a better browsing experience.
Some browsers are set to automatically accept “cookies”. Please check your
browser settings if you wish to change this feature. Website visitors have the
right to choose if they want to be tracked while visiting our website through
the use of these “cookies” you will be prompted to accept or decline the use
of “cookies” and being tracked by Elk River Stone. The information collected
can include but not limited to your IP address, number of times you have
accessed our website(s), and non-public information. If you choose to
decline “cookies” your browsing of our products may slow or not work
properly.

Information Sharing
Unless otherwise required by law, we use and disclose your personal
information only as necessary. Elk River Stone does not sell or lease your
private information. But we may share data and information to perform
statistical analysis, provide customer support or arrange product deliveries.
Third parties are prohibited from using your personal information and are
responsible for maintaining its confidentiality.

Links
Elk River Stone may have links to other website(s). If you click on any links
that cause you to leave our website(s) and take you to another website(s),
please read that sites privacy policy before proceeding. Elk River Stone is not

responsible for the privacy practice or content accuracies of other
website(s).

Security
Elk River Stone secures your personal information through SSL protocol. We
strive to keep your personal information as secure as possible but
unfortunately this is not a 100% guarantee as a result you acknowledge there
are security and privacy limitations that are beyond our control. Any
information exchanged through the website(s) or the internet whether it be
emailed product information you have requested or purchase transactions,
all data and information security is not 100% guaranteed and you hold Elk
River Stone, Owners, and Employees harmless.

Forums or Comments
We make eﬀorts to moderate discussions in areas such as forums, chat
rooms, message boards, comments, and news groups available through our
website(s) or our public sites and social media sites. All information that is
disclosed in these areas become public information and you should exercise
caution before disclosing non-public personal information. By accessing and
using these areas you acknowledge they are public and Elk River Stone can
not be responsible for comments and discussions.

External Storage
Elk River Stone may store your information on external servers. You
acknowledge you understand this storage practice and hold Elk River Stone
harmless should a breach be made through one of these external sites.

PLEASE CONTACT US IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS REGARDING
THIS PRIVACY POLICY
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